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Ten minutes later. 

The old man knocked on the door, and only after receiving Lin Wan’er’s permission did he push it open 

and walk in somewhat sluggishly. 

In his hand, he was holding a laptop computer. 

He placed the computer in front of Lin Wan’er and said, “Miss, I have found all the information you 

asked me to look up, there are two thousand one hundred and twenty-eight males surnamed Ye, named 

Morning of the Morning, and eight hundred and seventy-nine under the age of thirty.” 

“The nationwide males surnamed Ye, named Star of the Star, a total of five hundred and forty, and 

those under the age of thirty, a total of two hundred and thirteen;” 

“The males of the nation surnamed Ye, named Dust of Dust, are only twenty in all, and those under 

thirty years of age, only seven.” 

“In addition to that, I used pinyin to pull up all the males under the age of thirty whose surname is Ye 

and whose first name is pronounced chén, a total of one hundred and seventy-two;” 

After saying that, he added, “All the information on these Ye chén is here, please look through it.” 

“Good.” Lin Wan’er nodded, her fingers resting on the arrow keys as she quickly browsed through the 

information related to each and every Ye Chen. 

In the past few days, she had long remembered Ye Chen’s appearance clearly by repeatedly watching 

the surveillance video, so the main way of comparison at the moment was to check whether the 

information she saw, and the Ye Chen she saw, were the same person through the ID photos. 

But strangely enough, after browsing through everyone’s information, he had not found the Ye Chen 

who had saved him that night. 

Lin Wan’er frowned and couldn’t help but ask the old man, “Is all of Ye Chen’s information here?” 

“Yes.” The old man nodded, “All that can be found out is here.” 

Lin Wan’er couldn’t help but think in her heart, “Could it be that he had lied to me then?” 

Thinking of this, she couldn’t help but shake her head again, “It shouldn’t be …… He must have been 

completely sure that he could erase my memory at that time, in that case, there was absolutely no need 

for him to lie, right? Moreover, since he even dared to strike at the Broken Clear Society, there is no way 

he would not dare to reveal his true name to me under those circumstances ……” 

When the old man saw Lin Wan’er frowning and not saying anything, he couldn’t help but ask, “Miss, is 

there any problem? If you have any other clues, you can also tell me, one more clue is one more point of 

certainty.” 



Lin Wan’er shook her head somewhat dejectedly and muttered, “There aren’t any other clues, I only 

know that his name is Ye Chen.” 

The old man smacked his lips, “All the ones called Ye Chen, the information is all here, if he is not lying, 

then could he be an overseas Chinese? Although his name is Ye Chen and he is also Chinese, his 

nationality is in another country?” 

Lin Wan’er spoke up, “He said he was a Chinese, but that doesn’t rule out what you said, after all, many 

overseas Chinese also have a strong sense of homeland identity and will say they are Chinese to the 

outside world, but if that’s the case, with over two hundred countries around the world, I’ll just have to 

find a needle in a haystack …… ” 

Speaking of this, Lin Wan’er suddenly raised her head somewhat reluctantly and asked the old man, “Is 

there a possibility that his identity has been encrypted within the system?” 

“Encrypted?” The old man frowned in thought and spoke, “There are indeed cases of encryption, people 

with special identities have their relevant information encrypted, but in order to ensure that this 

encrypted information is not found out, the system itself is unable to directly access the encrypted 

content.” 

Lin Wan’er asked him, “What is the general logic of encryption?” 

The old man said, “As far as I know, there are two kinds of encryption logic, one is that his identity 

information is completely erased from the system and the information is stored in another mutually 

isolated system, the latter will not have any connection with the network, which means that his real 

information only exists in that latter system, no one from the outside world can find out any clues;” 
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The other kind of information is more complicated, that is, this person has a set of real identity 

information, but this information has been encrypted within the system, which somehow becomes a 

one-way identity.” 

Lin Wan’er pursued the question, “What does one-way mean?” 

The old man explained, “One-way means that his ID card, his pa*sport, driving licence and even his 

hukou book, marriage certificate and other identity documents are all real, and his ID number is also 

real, but anyone within the system who wants to vaguely inquire about his information will not be able 

to do so, for example, if I want to look up who is called Ye Chen in the whole country, then in the results 

returned by the system, there will be no I want to check the information of all the people named Ye in 

the country, the results that come out will not have him, even if we pull out the information of hundreds 

of millions of males in the country, there will not be him in this;” 

“If you want to look up his information, there are two conditions, the first is that you must know his 

name, and his exact ID number, and only when both of these information are completely correct can 

you find out his information;” 

“In this way, it basically eliminates the need for others to cast a wide net, because like you, you really 

need to use this system to find someone in a sea of people, you can’t know his ID card number, if you all 



know his ID card number, it is the same as you already have his real information, so you don’t need to 

use this system to cast a wide net. ” 

Lin Wan’er sighed, “In that case, this encryption method is still very clever, people who don’t know him 

too well can’t find him in the system, and those who know him are unlikely to come back to the system 

to check his information, and even if those who know him come to check, if they enter their names and 

ID numbers, the results that come out will be true, and they won’t be able to find out anything.” 

“Right.” The old man nodded and said, “Some people with very, very special identities will use such 

methods to hide, so that a person can truly be a great recluse, where everything is true, yet everything is 

untraceable to those who have ulterior motives for him.” 

Saying this, the old man added: “Such a person, using his own identity, would not only not have to worry 

about being found out by others, but his life would also not be affected in any way.” 

“Because apart from what I have just said, one must rely on his name plus ID number to find out his 

information, all his documents are, in fact, one-way channels of enquiry;” 

“For example, if a police officer on the road enquires about his ID card, as long as the police officer reads 

his ID card with his device, he will be able to check all his information within the system, and in this way, 

the police will not find anything unusual;” 

“If he wants to fly, as long as he used the correct name and ID card when he bought the ticket, he can 

check in for the flight without any problem with his ID card;” 

“If he wants to go abroad, then he will book a ticket with his name and pa*sport number, and when the 

time comes he will be able to leave the country without any problems with his pa*sport;” 

“However, if anyone wants to check him through the plane registration information in turn, it won’t be 

possible at all; if you want to search to see if anyone named Ye Chen has flown in the country, but you 

only know his name, then his information won’t show up either.” 

Lin Wan’er’s two willow-leaf-like eyebrows were slightly clustered towards the middle, her expression 

stony and fretful. 

After a moment’s hesitation, she asked the old man, “Whether the person I’m looking for is the first or 

the second, with your position and connections, can you find out this hidden information?” 
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Hearing Lin Wan’er’s question, the old man pursed his lips and sighed, “Miss, there is actually a very 

troublesome underlying logic behind this matter.” 

Lin Wan’er said, “You tell me.” 

The old man said, “Whether it’s the first one or the second one, the number of people who have been 

hidden is actually not small, some special talents, military industrial experts, intelligence personnel, and 

secret service personnel, their identities are all encrypted, adding up to several thousand tens of 

thousands of people across the country.” 



Speaking of this, the old man turned his words and added, “But the trouble is that, although these two 

kinds of people who are hidden have a database, the vast majority of people who have access to this 

database do not have the highest authority of this database.” 

“That is to say, if I used these two methods to hide the information of two people back then, then even 

if I had access to this database, I would only be able to access the information of these two people of 

mine, the information of others, I would not have the right to access, not only would I not have the right 

to access, I would not even know how many people are in here;” 

“On the other hand, even if you also have access to this database, you can’t find out who I have hidden 

in this database, we are both insulated from each other;” 

“Moreover, there are multiple branches within it, each with different levels and permissions, for 

example, the intelligence department, its top chief, has the right to access all the information hidden by 

the intelligence department, but not the other departments.” 

Lin Wan’er thought for a moment and asked, “Someone must have access to the entire database, 

right?” 

The old man smiled awkwardly, “Miss, there are very, very few people who have the permission, I can 

count them on one hand, and these people, there is absolutely no way they would leak the information 

to anyone who doesn’t have the permission, so this path is currently out of my reach.” 

“I understand.” Lin Wan’er nodded, knowing that starting with the database access permission was 

already an impossible task. 

So, after pondering for a long time, she suddenly remembered something and opened her mouth to ask, 

“By the way, if a person’s identity information wasn’t hidden from birth, can one still find out the 

information before he was hidden?” 

The old man replied, “If it’s the first kind where all the information is hidden, making it seem like the 

person has never existed in this world, then all the information about his birth will also be erased;” 

“If it is the second kind, it depends on how the person who hides his information operates; some people 

may also erase all of it for certain purposes; but some people, if they want to create the illusion that the 

person’s whereabouts are unknown, will not erase the previous information because it will still have to 

be made public and respond to enquiries from people who have an interest in it.” 

“For example, if a person graduates from university at the age of 22 and for some reason it is necessary 

for him to evaporate, then the information in his file before the age of 22 will not be erased, only a 

missing person, or dead label will be added to his file, and this information will not be encrypted, so that 

even a normal police officer with the lowest authority can easily look up, within the population system 

information from his file before he disappeared.” 

Lin Wan’er’s eyes lit up and she asked offhandedly, “Does the information you just gave me include the 

missing and dead Ye Chen?” 

The old man replied, “It contains the missing ones, but not the ones that have been confirmed dead.” 



It suddenly occurred to Lin Wan’er that she had indeed seen quite a lot of information about small 

children just now. 

Only, when she had seen the pictures of the little children, she had skimmed right over them, not 

looking closely at the specific information of these little children. 
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However, this would have overlooked a situation where the photograph of the child was not the actual 

state of the child now, but the child had disappeared when he was small, and his file information was 

still at the time when he was small and had not been updated, a situation that he would have 

overlooked just now. 

So she hurriedly said to the old man, “I’ll go over the missing person’s information first, and if I still can’t 

find it, you can pull up the information for me on the person who has died.” 

The old man nodded, “No problem!” 

Looking again at the computer, he returned the information to the first person, and then began to sift 

through them one by one. 

Soon a black and white photograph appeared before her eyes, causing her pupils to jerk. 

The boy in this black and white photo looked to be about six or seven years old. The boy was handsome, 

with features and charm that made Lin Wan’er feel slightly two or three minutes familiar. 

She then looked at the boy’s information and muttered under her breath, “Ye Chen, a native of Yanjing, 

son of Ye Changyang and An Chengqi ……” 

“This Ye Chen, who attended Yanjing Second Experimental Primary School twenty-one years ago, 

transferred to Jinling First Primary School twenty years ago, then disappeared and his profile 

information has never been updated again ……” 

The old man heard her muttering and couldn’t help but say, “Ye Changyang and An Chengqing? This 

couple, more than twenty years ago, were a great force in Yanjing!” 

Lin Wan’er asked him, “You’ve heard of it?” 

“More than heard of it.” The old man said seriously, “I have some friendship with the Ye family, the Ye 

family’s old mansion, it’s not that far from me, it’s just a half hour walk away, the Ye family is one of the 

top three ranked families in China, Ye Chang Ying was the most prominent back of the Ye family back 

then, his wife An Chengqing is an investor in almost the entire Silicon Valley, by the way, the An family 

behind An Chengqing is ranked second in the United States. ” 

“So that’s how it is!” Lin Wan’er nodded and sighed, “No wonder the name An Chengqing sounds so 

familiar, I think I’ve read a biography about her.” 

Saying that, Lin Wan’er looked at Ye Chen’s black and white bareheaded photo taken before he entered 

first grade, and said seriously, “I see that this little kid has a slight resemblance to the Ye Chen I’m 

looking for, and combined with the fact that his name is also Ye Chen, I reckon the odds are that it’s 

him.” 



“Not very likely, is it?” The old man said subconsciously, “Twenty years ago, Ye Changyang and An 

Chengqi met with an accident in Jinling, the couple both perished, the eight-year-old Ye Chen 

disappeared and his whereabouts have been unknown ever since. The child they have not found is 

unlikely to still be alive.” 

Lin Wan’er said seriously, “If according to what you just said, this Ye Chen’s identity was hidden 

according to the second way, then wouldn’t no one be able to find out? So what if he is rich? It’s simply 

impossible to get information from that very, very small number of people.” 

When the old man heard Lin Wan’er’s analysis, he couldn’t help but nod and say, “You are right, Miss, 

there is indeed such a possibility!” 

Lin Wan’er suddenly thought of something and pointed at the eight-year-old Ye Chen’s string of local 

Yanjing ID numbers and spoke, “By the way, didn’t you say that if it was the second encryption method, 

having both a name plus an ID number would allow you to check the encrypted information? Then you 

help me look up Ye Chen’s name plus this ID number and see if you can find out any results.” 
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“Good!” The old man was also a little excited and immediately opened a backend on his laptop and 

entered Ye Chen’s name as well as his original ID number in it. 

The two then checked the results with great anticipation, only to find that the information given out 

within the system was still the same file of Ye Chen that had disappeared at the age of eight. 

Lin Wan’er frowned: “Why can’t we find out? Did someone give him a new identity?” 

After saying that, she couldn’t help but ask herself, “The odds are that should be the case!” 

Lin Wan’er’s guess was correct, after Tang Sihai had placed Ye Chen into the orphanage in the first place, 

he had made a new identity for Ye Chen, and although the new identity was still called Ye Chen, it was 

no longer the same Ye Chen from the Ye family in Yanjing, but the fatherless and motherless Ye Chen 

who had been adopted by the Jinling orphanage. 

His account was landed on the collective account of the Jinling orphanage, as is the case with all children 

adopted by the orphanage. 

So, naturally, he also had a new ID number, one that belonged in Jinling. 

In this way, neither the Ye family nor the An family could find him anymore, and the only one who could 

find him was Tang Sihai. 

In this matter, the old man spoke, “If someone has changed his identity, then this previous set of 

information will definitely not be able to find out, we must know the name and ID number of his new 

identity in order to find out.” 

Lin Wan’er frowned and said, “If someone helped him settle down in a foreign country and get a foreign 

account and foreign identity information, then the identity he was actually encrypted with would not be 

the identity he had before he disappeared, but a new identity after he disappeared.” 



Speaking of this, Lin Wan’er added, “I see …… twenty years ago, after Ye Chen disappeared, someone 

hid his whereabouts, got him a new identity, and hid the file information of his new identity, so the 

previous Ye Chen disappeared when he was eight years old, a new ‘Ye Chen’, or a ‘Ye Chen’ with a 

different name, appeared in a new place, so that no one else could find him except the one who 

encrypted his information in the first place.” 

The old man hesitated for a moment, but still spoke, “Miss, it is not 100% certain yet that the Ye Chen 

you are looking for is this Ye Chen! What if this missing Ye Chen only bears a pa*sing resemblance to the 

one you are looking for, then wouldn’t you be misled by such speculation? After all, a child’s features 

haven’t grown yet, and it’s normal to have a slight resemblance to someone, but it’s likely that after 

puberty, they’ll develop in a very different direction.” 

Lin Wan’er nodded and said seriously, “You have a point, although my intuition tells me that the Ye 

Chen I’m looking for should be this Ye Chen who disappeared twenty years ago! But in such matters, you 

can’t trust your intuition too much, and just relying on a few resemblances in childhood photos alone to 

confirm it is indeed a bit hasty.” 

As she thought of this, her eyes blinked, she remembered something and said with a smile, “By the way, 

can you help me pull up the file information of Ye Changyang and An Chengqing?” 

The old man said, “Ye Changyang can, but not An Chengqing, because An Chengqing is an American 

citizen, so we can only find some official records of her and Ye Changyang after they got married and 

stayed in China.” 

“That’s fine.” Lin Wan’er said, “I just need a photo of the two of them.” 

“That’s no problem.” The old man hurriedly retrieved Ye Chang Ying and An Cheng Qing’s information 

from the system. 

When Lin Wan’er saw the handsome black and white ID photo of Ye Chang Ying in his file, her tightly 

knitted brows instantly relaxed! 

She couldn’t help but clap her hands in excitement and laugh, “Haha, my intuition was right! It’s really 

him! The Ye Chen I’m looking for looks almost exactly the same as this Ye Chang Ying!” 
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“Miss, the Ye Chen you saw looks exactly like Ye Chang Ying?!” 

The old man, at this point, had an incredulous look on his face. 

Lin Wan’er nodded slightly and said indifferently, “I can’t say it’s 100% similar, but it’s at least 90%.” 

“Ninety percent ……” the old man said in shock, “If that’s the case, then there shouldn’t be any 

deviation, both of them look so similar as adults, and combined with the fact that that person’s name is 

also Ye Chen, there definitely won’t be any problems ……” 

Speaking of this, he couldn’t help but murmur, “Then this …… Then this also means that …… the son of 

Chang Ying and Cheng Qi is still alive?!” 



Lin Wan’er swept away her earlier gloom and said with a smile, “Not only is he alive, he’s alive and well! 

He is so strong that the Primus Guards of the Broken Qing Society are like carrots piled on an anvil in 

front of him, without any ability to resist, it is really impressive.” 

“Really?!” The old man was even more jaw-dropped and said with an excited face, “Great! How 

wonderful! Chang Ying and Cheng Qi are really as good as I’ve ever seen them before in that age group! I 

often felt sorry for these two men when they died young, but I never thought that their sons would not 

only be alive, but also so good. The sons of a dragon and a phoenix are indeed no ordinary creatures 

either!” 

Speaking of this, the old man could not help but sigh: “This …… is really incredible …… The child that the 

two families have searched for for so many years and failed to find, is still so strong after being 

separated from the foundation of these two families, it is really hard to think understand ……” 

Lin Wan’er smiled, “He must have had his encounter, and it should be a very wonderful encounter.” 

The old man laughed gratefully, “I’m really curious, how did he manage to do that.” 

Lin Wan’er nodded and said frankly, “I’m curious too …… and even a little gossipy ……” 

Saying that, she couldn’t help but mutter, “By the way, the fact that he was able to chase the Broken 

Qing Society all the way to Northern Europe to kill them not only means that he already has certain 

clues about the Broken Qing Society, but he also has a deep hatred for them!” 

As soon as the words left her mouth, Lin Wan’er suddenly stood up, clenching her fists and dancing with 

excitement, “I know! The death of his parents is most likely related to the Qing Breaking Society! He 

wants to avenge the death of his father and mother! Just like me, I want to seek revenge on them for 

killing my father!” 

The old man subconsciously said, “Chang Ying and Cheng Qing died at the hands of the Qing Breaking 

Society back then? If Ye Chen wanted to be an enemy of the Broken Qing Society, why didn’t he identify 

with his grandfather and grandfather? Both of these two families are incredibly strong, they can surely 

help him a lot ……” 

Lin Wan’er shook her head and said seriously, “To deal with the Broken Qing Society, if it’s just about 

having money, it’s pointless to have any amount of money! Even the Rothschild family is not enough in 

front of the Rothschild a*sociation. The Rothschild a*sociation has always been most afraid of exposing 

itself, so it has always acted in a very low profile, otherwise, they can make everyone in the Rothschild 

family vanish into thin air overnight, even if they have tens of trillions of dollars in a*sets, what can they 

do? Even if they have billions of dollars in a*sets, what can they do? If they have money, they have to be 

able to spend it!” 

The old man’s expression was awe-inspiring as he nodded, “You are right …… money is not the first 

thing, strength is.” 

Lin Wan’er smiled faintly and looked at the old man and instructed, “By the way, this matter, you 

absolutely must not tell anyone, especially the Ye family’s people!” 

The old man could not help but say, “Miss, can you let me reveal some of this to Ye Zhongquan of the Ye 

family? I know him well, and he has been looking for this child for twenty years ……” 
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Lin Wan’er shook her head, “For the time being, it’s better not to, Ye Chen’s situation is special and now 

he is in conflict with the Broken Clear Society, if the people of the Ye family know and go looking for it 

with great fanfare, they might get into trouble, and you don’t want to see the Ye family being targeted 

by the Broken Clear Society, do you?” 

“That’s true ……,” the old man sighed lightly with some despondency and spoke, “Don’t worry Miss, I will 

keep my mouth shut!” 

Lin Wan’er nodded slightly and added, “Ye Chen disappeared in Jinling, in that case, there are two 

possibilities: one, he was given a new identity right after he disappeared, and his identity was made to 

hide in the second way you just mentioned; the other, he was taken overseas directly after he 

disappeared, and has been living in anonymity overseas. ” 

The old man said, “If it is the first possibility, then you may still be able to find him at home, but if it is 

the second, I am afraid it will be very difficult to find him at home.” 

“It’s not in the way.” Lin Wan’er said with a smile, “Knowing his true identity, I’m already halfway 

there!” 

After saying that, Lin Wan’er added, “I’m going to look for him at home first, and if I really can’t find him, 

then I’ll go overseas.” 

The old man asked, “Miss, where are you going to look for him?” 

Lin Wan’er smiled, “Naturally, I will go to Jinling, that is where he disappeared twenty years ago, all clues 

must start from there!” 

The old man subconsciously said, “Miss, the Ye family and the An family also started their search from 

Jinling back then, and after turning Jinling upside down, they searched the world for many years, but 

never found him. 

Lin Wan’er said seriously, “Since the Ye family and the An family have searched all over the world, 

starting with Jinling, but have not found it, then in my opinion, it is precisely Jinling that has the greatest 

possibility.” 

The old man asked her, “Miss, do you want to do a fortune telling and see if you can figure out his trail?” 

“I can’t.” Lin Wan’er shook her head and said, “I’ve tried, but the trigrams show that it is difficult to tell 

his whereabouts, but there is a hint of a dragon entering the sea in the trigrams. If a person has already 

attained the Dragon Gram, I can’t calculate it in any case.” 

The old man asked curiously, “Is there anything you can’t calculate? Now that we have the information 

about his identity as a child, do you want to use his birth date and eight characters to calculate it again?” 

Lin Wan’er shook her head, “I can’t even calculate his clues with my near-god trigrams, and my birthdate 

is even less likely.” 

The old man sighed, “Then as you said, go to Jinling and try!” 



After saying that, the old man asked her, “Miss, why don’t I accompany you to Jinling?” 

Lin Wan’er did not say no, but only looked at him and spoke, “I see that your qi and blood are weak, 

your health does not seem to be good?” 

“Yes.” The old man let out a bitter smile and said, “I am already eighty-eight this year, I have diabetes, 

high blood pressure, coronary heart disease, I have had heart attacks, stents and bypa*ses, and a few 

years ago I had lung cancer, had my left lung cut out, and had chemotherapy, my body is obviously not 

doing too well anymore, the doctor said the other day that I have started to have kidney failure, and I 

should have to start blood dialysis after a while, but in my condition, I shouldn’t I’ll be happy to live for 

another two years.” 
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Lin Wan’er frowned and asked him, “Can’t you do a kidney transplant?” 

The old man laughed, “Look at my body, can I still withstand such a big operation? I guess when I get on 

the operating table, the person will already be dead before the new lung is put in.” 

“That’s true.” Lin Wan’er nodded and said indifferently, “Let me take your pulse.” 

The old man was shocked at the words and asked in a flattered manner, “Miss, I’m afraid this …… is not 

allowed …… how dare I ask you to take my pulse …… ” 

Lin Wan’er waved her hand: “There is nothing to be afraid of.” 

She pointed to the armrest of the chair and said, “Put your hand here.” 

“Thank you, Miss!” The old man hurriedly placed his left hand on the armrest of the chair, and Lin 

Wan’er’s fingers gently rested on his pulse, closing her eyes and feeling it for a moment before she 

withdrew her hand and sighed, saying very directly, “I am sorry, although I know some Chinese 

medicine, I may not be proficient enough, in your case, I am unable to make any changes.” 

When the old man heard this, he was stunned for a moment, then he smiled, “Miss, there is no need to 

blame yourself, I am already satisfied that I have lived this long.” 

Lin Wan’er was silent for a moment and spoke, “Let me tell your fortune, my level of fortune telling is 

still much better than that of a Chinese doctor.” 

After saying that, without waiting for the old man’s response, she took out nine copper coins from her 

pocket. 

She then placed the nine copper coins on the coffee table in front of her and, as before, divided them 

evenly into three rows in a diagonal fashion, grabbing three first and dropping them on the table. 

Immediately, she looked at the trigram of the coins and frowned, “The trigram shows that your Yang life 

is coming to an end, at most, in half a year.” 

“Half a year?” The old man’s expression was astonished and he froze on the spot as if he had been cast 

into a fixation spell. 



However, he quickly came back to his senses and let out a miserable smile, “Although it’s a bit shorter 

than I expected, it doesn’t matter, half a year is enough time for me to explain and arrange my afterlife 

……” 

Lin Wan’er didn’t say anything, and continued to pick up the three copper coins at the bottom left, 

throwing them on top of the coffee table once again. 

This time, her eyebrows were gently raised as she spoke, “However, there is a silver lining to the current 

trigram, if you can seize this chance of life, you can live a hundred years long.” 

“A hundred years of long life?!” The old man’s eyes widened in a flash and he blurted out, “Is this …… 

possible? Living to be a hundred years old is at least twelve years away ……” 

Lin Wan’er said seriously, “The trigrams don’t lie, your Yang life span, there are only two possibilities, 

either, within six months; or, after a hundred years old.” 

The old man said with some surprise, “Miss …… then …… then how do I grab this silver lining?” 

Lin Wan’er grabbed the last three copper coins again and dropped them on the coffee table desktop, 

then looked at the nine coins on the desktop and frowned. 

When the old man saw that she looked grave, he did not dare to ask any questions, and could only wait 

anxiously. 

A few moments later, Lin Wan’er said in doubt: “Strange, this trigram says that your life is surprisingly 

related to me, but I really don’t have any way to renew your life …… If my father were still alive, he 

would certainly have a way, but unfortunately he never taught me that kind of skill until he left …… 

probably also because I’m not that kind of material ……” 

The old man didn’t know whether to be happy or sad at this point, after all, even Lin Wan’er couldn’t 

understand the reason for it, so he had no way to understand it. 

At this time, Lin Wan’er grabbed the southernmost bronze coin, cupped it and held it up in front of the 

old man, saying seriously, “This Yongle Tongbao Back Three Coins, in my trigram, represents the Birth 

Gate, it is at the southernmost end of the nine bronze coins, which means your Birth Gate, is south of 

Yanjing.” 

“South of Yanjing ……” the old man muttered, confused. 

Lin Wan’er’s eyes suddenly lit up and she smiled, “Although I don’t have my father’s skills, I know one 

person who certainly does!” 

After saying that, she looked at the old man and said seriously, “This south of Yanjing must be Jinling!” 
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“Jinling?” 

The old man asked in surprise, “You mean, my birthplace, in Jinling?” 

“Right.” Lin Wan’er nodded gently and said, “It seems that you should indeed go to Jinling with me!” 



The old man was busy asking, “Miss, I …… can I go with you?” 

“Of course.” Lin Wan’er nodded and said, “Since your birth door is in the south and it is related to me, 

Jinling is the most likely place, we will go together and if we can find your birth door, you will be able to 

live a long life.” 

The old man was excited and said reverently under his breath, “Thank you for your grace, Miss!” 

After saying this, he trembled and was about to kneel down. 

Lin Wan’er hurriedly got up to hold him and said earnestly, “You need not kneel to me, although this life 

gate is related to me, it is by no means something I can bring you, so you still have to go to Jinling and 

search for your own chance encounter, all I can do for you is perhaps to wish you luck in your search.” 

The old man nodded his head, choking back a sob, “Thank you, Miss! If I can find it, it will be my fate, but 

if I can’t, I will have no regrets in my life.” 

“Good.” Lin Wan’er nodded slightly and smiled, “It’s best if you can have this kind of mentality.” 

After saying that, she put away all nine coins and spoke, “Get ready, let’s leave for Jinling as soon as 

possible.” 

The old man said, “Miss, you don’t have to rush first, you have a special status, I’d better have someone 

arrange a place to stay in Jinling in advance.” 

“There’s no need to bother.” Lin Wan’er smiled, “If I remember correctly, Mrs Qiu Ying Shan’s ancestral 

home is in Jinling, they should have some properties in Jinling, I’ll ask him to borrow a property for a 

temporary stay.” 

The old man suddenly understood, “Brother Ying Shan! I heard him say some years ago that he had 

more than 5,000 properties all over the world, and since Jinling is his wife’s ancestral home, he should 

have a lot of properties.” 

Lin Wan’er nodded, “Before the Qiu family split up, they were truly the richest in Southern Ocean, and 

although the paper figures have fallen a bit after the split, their actual a*sets are still unmatched in 

Southern Ocean.” 

After saying that, she said to the old man, “Give him a call, I’ll come and tell him when I get through, I 

had a tortuous journey to China this time, changing a mobile phone every place I went, and I lost my last 

one before coming to Yanjing.” 

“Good!” The old man said without a second thought, “I’ll call him right now!” 

Saying this, he took out his own mobile phone, found Qiu Ying Shan’s number from the address book 

and dialed it, turning on the speaker at the same time. 

Soon, an old man’s voice came from the other end of the line, teasingly saying, “Sun Zhidong, Sun 

Zhidong, you old boy, you haven’t called me in two or three years, have you? Why do you have the grace 

to call me today?” 



Sun Zhidong laughed and said, “I’m not going to lie, I’ve suffered a lot in the past two or three years. I’ve 

been fighting with the King of Hell every day, so I really don’t have much energy to communicate with 

you, please forgive me.” 

The other party laughed, “Why, it seems that we are all the same, at this age, we are all fighting with the 

King of Hell.” 

Sun Zhidong smiled and said, “Brother Ying Shan, I am calling you today mainly because I have someone 

valuable to talk to.” 

“A valuable person?” Qiu Ying Shan asked curiously on the other end of the phone, “I’m buried up to my 

hairline in this yellow earth, where else can I find any noble people ……” 

Sun Zhidong smiled and said, “Let her tell you in person.” 

After saying that, he handed the phone to Lin Wan’er respectfully. 

Lin Wan’er smiled faintly and spoke, “I wouldn’t dare to take the word “noble” for it.” 

The voice on the other end of the phone, Qiu Ying Shan, asked with surprise and joy, “Miss? Is that 

you?” 
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Lin Wan’er gave a hint and said indifferently, “It’s me.” 

“Oh my!” Qiu Ying Shan exclaimed, “Miss, why did you go to Zhidong’s place?” 

Lin Wan’er said, “I had some personal matters and came to ask him for help.” 

After saying that, she went straight to the point and said, “I am planning to go to Jinling and may need to 

stay there for a while, so I would like to ask if you have a house in Jinling where I can stay for a while.” 

Qiu Ying Shan immediately said without thinking, “Yes! Of course I do! I have a hilltop villa in Jinling’s 

Purple Mountain, located in an inner area of the forest park that is not open to the public, this is a 

private residence that was granted to me when I came back to Jinling with my wife to invest in 

construction, I even built a special road for this residence back then, moreover, this forest park is 

located in downtown Jinling, so it is very convenient to go anywhere, if you go to Jinling, just stay there! 

I also have a few cars and a helicopter there, and they are all taken care of.” 

Lin Wan’er didn’t hesitate to say, “Okay, you can arrange it for me, I’ll probably arrive in the afternoon.” 

Qiu Ying Shan was busy saying, “Yes Miss! I’ll make the arrangements right away!” 

Lin Wan’er said, “By the way, tell your subordinates that I am your distant granddaughter and will be 

studying at university in Jinling, that’s why you lent me your house for a temporary stay.” 

Qiu Ying Shan said respectfully, “Yes Miss.” 

Lin Wan’er added, “Oh also, I really want to find a university to study at in Jinling, I am just the right age 

to study at university at the moment, do you have the resources?” 



“Yes, I do, I do!” Qiu Ying Shan said, “I donated five hundred million to Jinling University back then, half 

of the new campus was built by me, if you don’t mind, I can arrange for you to study at Jinling 

University, which is also the best university in the province.” 

“Good!” Lin Wan’er said with a smile, “Then let’s go here!” 

After saying that, she remembered something and asked Qiu Ying Shan, “By the way, where are you 

living at the moment?” 

Qiu Ying Shan said, “Back to Miss, I am currently in Singapore, I have been living in two places, Singapore 

and Malaysia, over the years, and as I am older, I rarely venture far away.” 

Lin Wan’er pondered for a moment and said, “Then it would be hard for you to arrange a Malaysian 

identity for me, and then let me go to Jinling to study under the identity of a Malaysian student.” 

Qiu Ying Shan subconsciously said, “Miss, isn’t a Singaporean identity better? After all, Singapore is 

relatively more developed than Malaysia.” 

Lin Wan Er said, “If you get me a new identity, I will have to go there myself and then fly an entry trip to 

China openly, so I don’t want to go to Singapore, the country is too small, too tightly regulated, 

inconvenient to hide and easily exposed.” 

Qiu Ying Shan was busy saying, “Good, then I will prepare a Malaysian identity for you.” 

Lin Wan’er thought about it and said, “Just find a suitable family from your distant relatives to put me in, 

then submit the information to Jinling University and ask them to send me a letter of acceptance.” 

Qiu Ying Shan said respectfully, “Yes Miss, I will arrange it, this identity, what name do you intend to call 

it?” 

Lin Wan’er casually smiled, “If I can find a family with the surname Lin, then I’ll call it Lin Xiaowan, if I 

can’t find one, whatever Wan’er is fine.” 

“No problem!” Qiu Ying Shan blurted out, “I’ll arrange it right away.” 

Lin Wan’er said, “Then I’ll skip going to Jinling today and go to Malaysia first.” 

Lin Wan’er knew very well that since she intended to use the identity of a foreign student, go to Jinling 

to live and study at Jinling University in an open and honest manner, and then wait for Ye Chen to 

appear, she had to prepare a foolproof chain of evidence in advance. 

At the very least, one would have to take the new Malaysian identity, take a flight from Malaysia to 

China and complete an official entry record. 

Otherwise, once he met with Ye Chen and Ye Chen suspected him, he could always check that he did not 

have an entry record. 

In that case, Ye Chen would be able to identify himself. 

If he used his identity as a distant relative of Qiu Ying Shan, he could go from Malaysia to Jinling in a 

straightforward manner, and then study at the university that Qiu Ying Shan had donated to, and live in 

Qiu Ying Shan’s property in Jinling, everything would seem logical! 



At this moment, Qiu Ying Shan on the other end of the phone said respectfully, “Miss, you can ask 

Zhidong to arrange a plane for you to fly directly from Yanjing to Georgetown, Malaysia, and I will leave 

now to fly there and wait for you!” 

 


